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‘SEALED ARTICLE, SECURE OWNER PERMISSION TO OPEN’
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

The PB 13885 (Sept 24, 1925) announced that items liable to 
customs duty now could be in letters and letter packages, and said 
nothing about an actual “Customs clearance fee,” but the later fee 
announcement was on Oct 19th. 

Specifically, effective immediately (PB 13906 (Oct 19, 1925)), 
there was to be collected from the addressees of letters or letter 
packages originating in foreign countries which were found to 
contain dutiable articles on which custom duties were assessed 
after examination of U.S. customs, a charge of 10¢ for each piece, 
to cover the customs service. The money received was to be ac-
counted for by the affixing of postage due stamps to each letter 
or letter package to the amount of the charge paid.

The PB 15318 (June 9, 1930) further indicated that if the 
customs service opened any items for inspection, that this fee 
was to be collected, whether or not the contents were dutiable.

Examples of letters with this 10¢ fee collected are fairly com-
mon, as shown on this Aug. 1934 registered letter from England 

to the U.S., paid 1 1/2 pence UPU surface postage and 3 pence 
registration fee.

However, in my experience the handstamp admonition on this 
letter is unusual. It stated ‘SEALED ARTICLE / SECURE OWN-
ER / PERMISSION TO / OPEN.’ Apparently, this permission was 
secured, the letter subsequently opened for customs inspection, 
and the 10¢ customs clearance fee collected from the addressee, 
as indicated by the 10¢ postage due stamp applied to the letter.

The handstamp is illustrated actual size.
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A Very Strange Origin Cancel and a Nice Pointing Hand
by Merle Farrington

The Same Strange Origin Cancel and Another Nice Pointing Hand
by Merle Farrington

This up-to-one ounce April 28, 1890 letter was mailed at the 
2¢ for up-to-one ounce rate from Broadloaf??, Vt. to St. Louis, 
Missouri, whence it was ‘RETURN / TO WRITER’ by a colorful, 
large pointing hand. No reason was given for this return, but none 
was required before 1893.

The origin CDS of Broadloaf seems quite strange because the 
corner card says “BROAD LOAF STOCK FARMS,’ and the city 

of Broadloaf is not in the corner card address. On the other hand, 
Broadloaf is an unincorporated section of Ripton, and at one time 
it did have a post office. Has anyone ever seen such an unusual 
juxtaposition (also present on the next item on this page)? 

Another up-to-one ounce 1890 letter mailed at the 2¢ for up-
to-one ounce rate from Broadloaf?? Vt. to Pulaski, Tenn. It, too 
was ‘RETURNED TO WRITER’ correctly, without a reason for 
the return. As mentioned concerning the first cover on this page, 
this cover also has the unusual CDS of a city not mentioned as 
such in the return address. Both handstamps on this page are shown 
actual size.

Editorial
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

If there is a red dot on your address label, we don’t think 
that you have renewed your membership, and this will be 
your last newsletter. If we are in error, please email Jerry 
Johnson, our membership secretary.

Thanks go to the many members who have contributed to 
this and the next newsletter. A special thanks is owed to David 
Steidley, who responded to queries raised in the last newsletter.

As our readers probably know, my efforts have resulted in the 
digitization of searchable U.S. Postal Bulletins and U.S. Postal 
Laws and Regulations. The U.S. Official Postal Guides, including 

the Supplements, have also been scanned and made into readable, 
but, unfortunately, not searchable, PDFs. These latter are available 
from me, as copies, if you send me a 60 Gig flash drive.

However, there are many other important resources out there. 
In the next newsletter I will extend this list of available resourc-
es, so that all readers will have an idea of what other research 
resources are to be studied. In addition, I will discuss some of 
the new search techniques that I have recently developed for the 
online resources.
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An Unusual ‘NONMACHINABLE’ Item
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

The nonmachinable surcharge became 21¢ (from 22¢) on 
April 10, 2016 and remains so presently. Therefore, the newsletter 
illustrated on this page was mailed after that date as the nonma-
chinable surcharge on this item was 21¢.

This newsletter was initially mailed at the 49¢ for up-to-one 
ounce letter rate with a June 3, 2016 “Colorful Celebrations” 
stamp.

A USPS worker carefully explained why this newletter was 
nonmachinable. First, he placed the up-to-date list of the reasons 
why an item is nonmachinable in letter-sorting machines. Specifi-
cally, he outlined line “f. It is a self-mailer not prepared according 
to DMM 201.3.14.”

Then, he listed the actual DMM 201.3.14 statement ‘Final 

Fold MUST be on bottom. / Seal at TOP with two tabs-1” from 
ends / A Nonmachinable surcharge is due if / not prepared this 
way. NO STAPLES!’

Also, as just stated, the nonmachinable surcharge had recently 
fallen from 22¢ to 21¢ and this information was added in three 
different places on this newsletter.

It is not clear why the handstamp ‘RETURNED FOR / 
BETTER / ADDRESS’ was placed because the return address is 
covered by the list label. 

This combination of information on this item, in my mind, 
makes it a neat example of postal history. The handstamps and 
labels and other information are shown actual size.

At the same time, foreign dead letters were handled in the 
following manner - if there was a treaty between the U.S. and 
these countries, they were returned unopened to the foreign 
countries of origin.
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July, 1958 was the month where a 5-cent penalty was charged 
for all mail where postage was due (PB 20092 (June 26, 1958)). 
The addressee was expected to pay both the postage due and this 
new penalty. Such an uproar was expressed that the one-month-
old penalty was rescinded on August 1, 1958 (PB 20095 (July 
17, 1958)). Surviving postage due mail during this one month 
period is hard to find, but not rare. It is especially difficult to find 
examples with the 1954 Liberty series used on them.

Below are 4 examples: 3 letters and one picture postcard (PPC). 
The markings are shown actual size.

The letter in Figure 1, was mailed on July 2, 1958 from Brook-
lyn to Glen Wild, NY.  Stamped ‘POSTAGE DUE..8..CENTS,’ 
this marking represents 3 cents postage due plus 5 cents for the 
newly instituted penalty, which was collected July 5 as accounted 
for by the use of  two 1-cent and two 3-cent postage due stamps.

            
   Figure 1

The letter in Figure 2 was mailed on July 14, 1958 from Bal-
timore to Pikesville 8, MD. Unpaid, a partially covered 4-line 
marking that probably states ‘POSTAGE D(UE) 3 / PENALT(Y 5) 
/ TO(TAL 8)’ was added.  A block of four 2¢ postage due stamps, 
cancelled with a DCDS ‘BALTIMORE, M.D. / PIKESVILLE, 
BR. / JUL / 15 / 1958,’ indicated payment and collection of the 3 
cents postage plus the 5 cents penalty due.

   Figure 2

The local letter in Figure 3 was mailed on July 16, 1958 from 
Portland, Oregon to City. Missing the 3¢ for up-to-one ounce post-
age owed, this letter was stamped ‘Postage due..3...cts / Penalty 
due..5...cts / Total due..8...cts’ (with manuscript numbers), plus 
‘JUL 17 58.’ 3-cent and 5-cent postage due stamps indicating 
postage due and postage due collected were added and cancelled 
with 2 undated Baltimore double ovals.

     
   Figure 3
In the last Figure is a July 20, 1958 PPC from Salt Lake City, 

UT to Delhi, NY.  A PPC with a small bag of copper ore attached 
was due the 3¢ letter rate, a rate that was short paid with only 
a 2¢ Jefferson stamp. The PPC was marked ‘POSTAGE DUE   
6__CENTS’ which was paid with a regular issue 6-cent Theodore 
Roosevelt stamp, cancelled with a DCDS ‘DELHI / N.Y. / JUL 
/ 25 / 1958.’ Use of regular stamps for noting collecting postage 
due was officially allowed as of Postal Procedures TL 5 (8/8/55): 
“If no postage stamps are on hand, ordinary stamps may be used.” 

             
   Figure 4
   
This last example, where an ordinary 6¢ stamp was used to 

indicate that postage was due and collected is extraordinary.
For more information the reader is referred to an earlier 

Auxiliary Markings newsletter Issue 35 July 2012 pages 8 and 9 
written by H.J. Berthelot “Cover with 1958 Seattle Washington 
Postage Due Auxiliary Markings sells for $156.00 on EBAY”.  
Berthelot shows 3 additional July 1958 postage due covers and 
invites readers to send scans of additional examples. He also asked 
whether there were other cities, like Seattle, that used the three-
lined marking. Note the Baltimore and Portland markings here.

While Berthelot’s information is correct, some misinformation 
keeps finding its way into the philatelic literature. The April 2016 
issue of American Philatelist, pages 386-394, specifically Figure 
9, where the text states in part “…a postal clerk assessed double 
the first-class rate (then 4 cents) as a penalty…” Further checking 
this July 23, 1958 cover would have revealed two errors: 1) the 
postal rate was not increased from 3-cent to 4-cent until August 1 
1958 therefore, 2) the 8-cent postage due was not a double of the 
4-cent rate penalty but in fact was 3-cent postage due plus 5-cent 
penalty in effect for only the month of July 1958.

The 5-Cent Postage Due Penalty of July 1958
by Thomas Breske 
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In the October 2013, Vol. X, No. 4, Issue 40 of Auxiliary Mark-
ings, Tony Wawrukiewicz showed two ‘Package Box Collection’ 
markings. These boxes were used to collect packages instead of 
letters, and these markings were usually used when customers 
of the POD were careless as to which type of collection box they 
placed mail matter, and the POD marking shown was meant to 
tell the addressee why the delivery of his letter was delayed. 

This 1940 letter to the Federal Prison Industries, Inc. in Lewis-

 According to the By-Laws, we are required to conduct an 
election every two years. Therefore, we will be holding elections 
this year. Soon, I will be appointing a nominating committee to 
begin the process. If you would like to serve on this committee, 
please let me know. The duties are not difficult since most incum-
bents agree to run again.

At the Southeastern Stamp Exposition in Norcross, GA in 
January, we hosted a “show and tell” session at the invitation of 
the show organizers. Of the twelve attendees, six showed a variety 
of covers. Auxiliary markings included those from hospitals in 
France during World War I, an unclaimed FDC of the 1939 World’s 
Fair issue sent to a dead letter office, “opera glass” postage due 
markings from St. Louis, a cover that traveled 14,000 miles with 
markings from Jamaica to New York, RFD and forwarded mark-
ings, and detained alien mail. Thanks go to Richard Benjamin, 
Sam Cutler, Gary Hendren, Ralph Nafziger, Charles O’Brien, and 
Jane Soders for showing their covers.

Our annual meeting was held during the Sarasota National 
Stamp Exposition on the weekend after the Norcross show. The 
Board of Directors met on Friday. Future annual meetings will be 
held at INDYPEX in 2018, and at COLOPEX in 2019. Discussions 
are in progress for the 2020 meeting venue. 

Note, a minimum of about 150 members is required for us to 
maintain an even treasury balance. Currently, we have 135 paid-
up members. Please encourage your collector friends to join and 
take advantage of our award-winning newsletter, the meetings, 

‘Package Box Collection’ Revisited
by Robert Hohertz 

burg, Penn. contained a proposal from the Key Rubber Co. in New 
York City. The 18¢ in airmail postage indicated that the envelope 
was full of 12 or more pieces of paper as it weighed up-to-three 
ounces at the 6¢ per-up-to one ounce domestic airmail rate. The 
new, fancy package box marking indicates where the letter was 
placed for collection in New York City. Possibly, because the 
letter was so heavy, the sender thought it best to place it in such a 
collection box? As usual, the marking is shown full-sized. 

‘INCORRECT ZIP/BARCODE’ Obliteration
by Robert Hohertz 

This 1995 letter was addressed with an incorrect Zipcode 
that did not allow its delivery - ‘INCORRECT ZIP/BARCODE.’ 
Therefore, it had to be processed manually, as the Zipcode / 
Barcode obliteration indicated. The marking is shown full-sized.

The President’s Message
by Ralph H. Nafziger

our website, and publications. Matt Liebson has purchased at-
tractive new designs for our annual meeting awards. Twenty-two 
exhibit frames having covers with auxiliary markings from nine 
exhibitors were shown at the meeting. The Graham Award went 
to Ralph Nafziger for “Auxiliary Markings on U.S. First Day 
Covers,” and the President’s Award was won by Raymond Mur-
phy for “Non-Standard Censorship of Mail in the Dependencies 
of Jamaica (Cayman and Turks and Caicos).”

AmeriStampExpo in Reno in early March featured another 
“show and tell” session. Interesting covers included a PVI used 
for postage due, 2c postage due on the first day of the 3c first 
class letter rate, private markings on covers opened by mistake, 
unclaimed covers returned to sender with large block letters, and 
various postage due markings. I thank Larry Fillion, Gary Hen-
dren, Tom Richards, and Tony Wawrukiewicz for showing covers.

Congratulations go to Larry Fillion who won the Award of 
Merit at AmeriStampShow in Reno for his exhibit “Auxiliary 
Markings on United Nations New York First Day Covers Sent to 
United States Addresses.” It won a Large Vermeil at the show.

We will be presenting a “show and tell” session during PIPEX 
in Portland, OR on Sunday May 14 at 10 a.m.  For those of you 
residing in the Pacific Northwest especially, here is an opportunity 
to show your covers. Be part of the fun!

Still another “show and tell” seminar is scheduled at Stamp-
Show in Richmond, VA August 3-6. Hopefully, many of you can 
attend and bring your covers with unusual markings for discussion. 
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“Sections” of the Washington, D.C. Dead Letter Office
by Jerry Johnson and Tony Wawrukiewicz

This 1910 undeliverable letter was ‘ADVERTISED,’ then 
since there was no return address, was first sent to the ‘DEAD 
SECTION’ of Denver, Colo. This section then sent the letter to 
the Dead Letter Office in Washington, D.C. Some offices, such 
as San Francisco, Chicago, Philadelphia, Denver, and I’m (ASW) 
sure others, had these unofficial dead sections.

There were a number of divisions in the DLO that handled 
different types of dead letters. In addition, from at least 1887 un-
til at least 1914, there were other Washington, D.C. DLO areas, 
with their own handstamps, that also apparently handled various 
types of dead mail. In this case the area in question was called 
the ‘PHOTOGRAPH RECORD,’ and presumably handled dead 
letters with photograph contents. These handstamps were used to 
identify the associated file in which the dead letter information was 

placed, with the letter placed on them corresponding to the initial 
of the last name of the addressee. On the form was also found 
the Volume in which the information concerning the letter was 
placed, and the order number of the letter as it entered the DLO.

I (ASW) have collected a number of dead letters from these 
special sections with their special handstamps. From the examples 
I have found, from about 1887 until 1900, these sections were 
labeled as being from the ‘DEAD LETTER OFFICE.’ While, 
from 1900 to about 1914, they were labeled as being from the 
‘Division of Dead Letters.’ Five other examples are shown below, 
two different ones with the admonition of ‘MINOR LETTER,’ 
one with ‘POSTAGE STAMP,’ one with ‘MISCELLANEOUS,’ 
another with ‘MONEY LETTER. I’m certain that there are others. 
All handstamps are shown actual size.

A New Second Earliest Large Pointing Hand
Michael Ludeman

This up-to-1/2 ounce Dec. 26, 1883 letter was mailed at the 2¢ 
for up-to-1/2 ounce rate from Newport, N.H. to New York City. 
The reverse date stamp confirms the year date of 1883. This would 
have been a new earliest date for a large pointing hand, but see the 
Oct. 22, 1883 large pointing hand on page 11.

 The letter was ‘RETURNED TO / WRITER’ from New York 
City because the addressee “CANNOT BE FOUND.’ The hand-
stamp is shown actual size.
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What Does ‘PUT ON 5¢ POSTAGE’ Mean?
by Dennis Ladd and David Steidley’s response

The ‘PUT ON 5¢ POSTAGE’ marking referenced in the article: “What does ‘PUT ON 5¢ POSTAGE Mean?” in the Jan. 2016 
Auxiliary Markings can be understood this way. The color of ink on the rubber stamp address “Canadian Bank of Commerce” appears 
to be identical to the color of the PUT ON circular mark and I therefore assign it to have been used by the bank. The average American 
(excluding the wealthy and the recent immigrant) had little need and less understanding of foreign postage rates. Therefore the chief 
of this bank’s International banking affairs prob-
ably became tired of having his outgoing mail 
under-franked and had a rubber stamp made up 
for use of his/her clerk to alert the mail room. 
This clerk identified Canada as foreign and used 
the stamp as instructed. The person using the 
meter machine was more knowledgeable and 
placed the correct amount of treaty postage to 
Canada, 2¢ for up-to-one ounce, on the letter.

Unfortunately, my email program eras-
es many of my emails, and I am unable to 
remember who sent me the cover illustrated 
here. Apologies. This 1947 airmail, regis-
tered cover from Swtizerland carries an 
intriguing ‘F’ handstamp marking that is a 
mystery to me. If any member of our club 
can cast a light on this question, it would 
be appreciated. By the way, an expert on  
early Swiss airmail use has not seen this 
marking before, and is unable to explain 
its meaning. The handstamps on this page 
are shown actual size.

What Does the Handstamp ‘F’ on this Swissair Cover Mean?
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

The 2017 AMC Board Meeting Minutes
by Ralph H. Nafziger

On February 3, 2017, the Auxiliary Markings Club Board of 
Directors met during its annual meeting at the Sarasota National 
Stamp Exposition. Only Gary Hendren and Ralph Nafziger were 
in attendance, but other reports were presented in absentia.

Future annual meeting venues were discussed. For 2020, 
NAPEX was suggested. Ralph will explore this possibility. Our 
2018 and 2019 annual meetings will be held during INDYPEX 
and COLOPEX, respectively.

As of January 19, there is $3,794.62 in the treasury. We are 
experiencing a slight decrease in the balance each year, We need 
a minimum of about 150 members to stay even.

Currently we have 132 members with 40 delinquent. Jerry is 
on the process of reminding those 40 that dues are due. This will 

be the last newsletter for those who remain delinquent.
Doug submitted an update on the website. He continues to 

update the website and reports PayPal membership renewals to 
the editor and membership secretary. He asked if we could update 
our listing of auxiliary markings.

Matt has provided new attractive designs for the annual meet-
ing awards. These were awarded at the Sarasota show.

New business included a discussion about a club award, per-
haps to encourage first time exhibitors, our upcoming election, 
and the relative scarcity of auxiliary markings. No action was 
taken on these items.

Ralph H. Nafziger, President
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In 2010, the Auxiliary Markings Club published our mono-
graph entitled “Private Auxiliary Markings on Hollywood Fan 
Mail.” Since its publication, a number of additional auxiliary 
markings have been recorded; new markings were recorded in the 
April 2013 Auxiliary Markings Club bulletin (“Private Auxiliary 
Markings on Hollywood Fan Mail: 2013 Update). This article 
continues this update.

Previous articles on Hollywood fan mail auxiliary markings 
illustrated markings that forwarded fan mail from a Hollywood 
studio to either:

1. another Hollywood studio
2. a fan mail or publicity agency
3. a residence of a Hollywood star

We classify these as “private” auxiliary markings as they were 
applied by organizations handling Hollywood movie star’s fan 
mail, primarily the Hollywood studios, and not the Post Office.

The monograph established a numbering system for these 
markings and recorded the earliest (ERD) and latest (LRD) record-
ed dates and a rarity scale (from R (common) to RRRRR (scarce)). 
This article maintains this numbering scheme and rarity scale.

Paramount Studios

The cover in Figure 1 shows a new category of Hollywood fan 
mail forwarding markings. The 1954 cover from the Philippines 
is addressed to actress Audrey Hepburn at Paramount Picture 
Corporation.

The auxiliary mark in the lower center forwards the letter to 
“Mrs. Helen Goodman” at the Studebaker Theatre in Chicago, 
Illinois. This is unusual in that the marking forwards the letter 
to a theater in Chicago. What is the story behind the marking?

In the early years of Hepburn’s career (mid to late 1940s) she 
had minor roles in the theater in England. In 1951 she was given 
the leading role in the musical Gigi. Her first starring role in the 
movies was in Roman Holiday (1953) after which she signed a 
seven picture contract with Paramount which allowed her time 
to continue to perform on the stage. In 1954 she returned to the 
stage and did not appear in any films for the next few years. This 
is perhaps when she was at the Studebaker Theater in Chicago. It 
is unknown who Mrs. Helen Goodman was.

 
Figure 1. Cover from the Philippines to actress Audrey Hep-

burn at Paramount Pictures. Forwarded to Studebaker Theatre in 
Chicago, Illinois.

Private Auxiliary Markings on Hollywood Fan Mail: 2016 Update
by Regis Hoffman and Thomas J. Richards

Type: GOODMAN-FWD-1 Rarity: RRRRR

ERD: March 4, 1954 LRD: April 22, 1954

      In Figure 2 is a letter to actress Sophia Loren in care of the 
Screen Actors Guild (SAG) which is the organization repre-
senting Hollywood actors, actresses and technicians. During the 
early 1960’s fans increasingly addressed their movie star letters 
in care of the Screen Actors Guild as they were unsure of the 
correct studio. The SAG began using these large forwarding 
handstamps during this time period.

Figure 2. Forwarding from the Screen Actors Guild to Para-
mount Studios.

Type: PAR-FWD-2 Rarity: RRRRR

ERD: Feb 23, 1960 LRD:
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A relatively modern (1975) forwarding mark is illustrated in 
Figure 3. The cover from Poland to actor Al Pacino at Warner 
Bros. was forwarded to Paramount Pictures with a handstamp 
listing the address of the studio on Marathon Street.

Figure 3. 1975 forwarding from Warner Bros. to Paramount 
Pictures.

PAR AMOUNT PICTURES CORP.
5451 MAR ATHON STREET

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFOR NIA

Type: PAR-FWD-3 Rarity: RRRRR

ERD: 1975 LRD:

Pickford Studios

An unusual example of the star name being in the forwarding 
handstamp is shown in Figure 4. The cover is addressed to one of 
the most famous actresses of the silent film era, Mary Pickford, at 
Pickford-Fairbanks Studios. She and her husband Douglas Fair-
banks co-founded this studio. It is not clear why her own studio 
forwarded the letter to “Box N, Hollywood.”

 
Figure 4. Forwarding from Pickford-Fairbanks Studios to 

Douglas Fairbanks at a Hollywood Post Office box.

DOUGLAS   FAIRBANKS
BOX  No.    “N”

HOLLYWOOD,CALIF.

Type: FAIRBANKS-FWD-1 Rarity: RRRRR

ERD: Jun 16, 1928 LRD:

Selznick Studios

A new marking from Selznick studios is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. A “Return to Sender” marking on a cover to Selznick 
International Pictures.

N O T   AT   S E L Z N I C K
INTERNATIONAL PICTS.

Type: SEL-2 Rarity: RRRRR

ERD: Sep 23, 1938 LRD: Dec 29, 1938

United Artists

During the 1920’s, the movie industry began its move from 
New York City to Hollywood (see “The Growth of the U.S. Movie 
Industry During the Silent Film Era,” Regis Hoffman and Thom-
as Richards, The Congress Book, 2016). During this transition 
period, fans still wrote to their favorite stars in care of the New 
York City corporate offices of the studios. However, the fan mail 
departments were now located in Hollywood, so the mail was 
forwarded with an auxiliary marking detailing the address of the 
studio in Hollywood. Figure 6 is an example of such mail. It is 
addressed to silent film actress Norma Talmadge in care of the 
New York City office of United Artists Studios and forwarded to 
Hollywood with a handstamp.

Auxiliary Markings - Issue 54                                                        April 2017  
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Figure 6. Fan letter to actress Norma Talmadge at United 
Artists Studio in New York City. Forwarded to United Artists in 
Hollywood. 

Type: UA-FWD-2 Rarity: RRRRR

ERD: Nov 5, 1928 LRD:

Figure 7 is a Hong Kong cover addressed to British actor 
Michael Anderson, Jr. at United Artists Studio (located at 1041 
N. Formosa Avenue).

Figure 7. Hong Kong aerogramme to actor Michael Anderson, 
Jr. at United Artists Studio.

Type: UA-3 Rarity: RRRRR

ERD: Aug 28, 1963 LRD:
Warner Bros
A Yugoslavian fan sent the letter in Figure 8 to actress Natalie 

Wood at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. She was not with that 
studio so an auxiliary marking was applied to forward it to Warner 
Bros. Studios in Burbank, California.

Figure 8. Forwarded from M.G.M. Studios to Warner Bros. 
Studios.

Type: WAR-FWD-1 Rarity: RRRRR

ERD: Jun 13, 1960 LRD:

Figure 9 shows a new Warner Bros. forwarding mark on a 
cover from Portugal to Universal studios.

Figure 9. Small forwarding mark in lower left to Warner Bros. 
from Universal. 
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Type: WAR-FWD-2 Rarity: RRRRR

ERD: Sep 1941 LRD:

     Disney Studios
       Mail to Disney Studios is much less common than to other studios. 
It is not possible to say whether the cover in Figure 10 is a fan mail 
cover to Walt Disney or a business letter to him. It bears a Walt 
Disney Productions receiving mark of November 19, 1947. This 
is the first recorded example of a Disney studio auxiliary marking.

Figure 10. Letter to Walt Disney with a Disney Productions 
receiving mark.

Type: Disney-1 Rarity: RRRRR

ERD: Nov 19, 1947 LRD:

      Unusual Marking

     The cover in Figure 11 is highly unusual in that the auxiliary marking 
simply reads ‘NOT AT’ with no studio name. The cover is addressed 
to silent film actor Gilbert Roland at Pathe/de Mille Studios. No 
number has been assigned to this marking pending further research.

Figure 11. Cover to actor Gilbert Roland at Pathe/de Mille Studios 
with a generic ‘NOT AT’ handstamp.

A New Earliest Large Pointing Hand
by Merle Farrington

This up-to-1/2 ounce probably Oct. 22, 1883 letter was mailed 
at the 2¢ for up-to-1/2 ounce rate from Ferrisburgh, Vermont to 
Chicago, Ill. The 1882 Ferrisburgh CDS date is presumably in 
error because the 2¢ for up-to-1/2 ounce rate began on Oct. 1, 1883.

The letter was supposedly ‘RETURNED TO / WRITER’ from 
Chicago because the addressee “CANNOT BE FOUND’ with the 
earliest example of a large pointing hand that has been shown in 
this newsletter. I say supposedly because there is no return address.

In comparing the RTW handstamps in Piszkiewicz’s Chicago 

Postal Markings and Postal History, this appears to be a somewhat 
different left hand design pointing hand.

Also, the corner card information ‘If not called for in ten days, 
please forward to Middlebury, Vt.’ was apparently ignored, as the 
letter was not forwarded, as requested. This handstamp is shown 
actual size.
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A New ‘Return to Sender’ Methodology
by Terence Hines

These two priority mail items illustrate a 
new, remarkable method by which items are 
now returned to sender.

In Figure 1 is an up-to-one pound May 27, 
2016 priority mail cover that was mailed at the 
$6.45 rate to the local zone or zones 1 and 2. 
The item was undeliverable because ‘wrong 
address / return to sender.’ The return address 
was circled, and two copies of a coded label, 
stating ‘RETURN TO SENDER’ at the top and 
‘KEY RETURN ZIP CODE’ at the bottom, were 
placed over the address, obliterating it. At the 
lower left, the tracking number and part of the 
associated code are obliterated. 

In Figure 2 is an up-to-two pounds January 
13, 2017 priority mail cover that was mailed 
at the $6.80 rate to the local zone or zones 1 
and 2. It, too, was undeliverable because the 
address was Vacant (‘VAC’). Therefore, this 
second item was returned to the sender with the 
identical coded label placed over the address. 

The tracking number and associated code were also obliterated.
I am confused because the coded label placed over both addresses is identical. 

Why? I assume, incorrectly?, that the code on the label was meant to be the return 
address. But if it’s identical in both cases, and the return address is different in both 
cases, this does not make sense to me. Can any reader explain this?

 The two address obliterating codes are shown actual size.

Figure 1

Figure 2


